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Domains & DNS
Access the top level

We can offer domains with over 250 TLDs including generic, european and 
international domain names. From .ac for Ascension Island to .co.za for 
South Africa. Pre-registration for .xxx are also available.

Simple and Mass-Registration
If you just need to register a few domains, go ahead and use our online 
interface to fill in your contact details and nameservers. You might want to 
register a large number of domain names to protect your company or brand 
name, contact us for a personalised offer and service. We will handle all 
registration, technical and administrative paperwork and make sure your 
domains are registered and activated as quickly as possible.

Zone Management
We offer management of DNS zones, either in complement or as a standalone 
product or as a complement to our service. We can host your zone on multiple 
technical and geographically independent servers to make sure your DNS 
service is always up and running. Manage your A, MX, CNAME, SPF, TXT, 
NS and SOA records or let us manage them for you.

Slave Service
For technical reasons, you might want to manage your DNS zone internally 
on your AD, Mac OS X or Bind server. Using zone transfer technologies, you 
can outsource your public DNS servers with us and still control them interally 
within your infrastructure adding security and availability.

Much like a brand name, a domain name today is your representation online. It’s your website, your email address, your 
product.

Company and product names today are chosen by checking for free domain names.

Features
   over 250 different domain endings
   trustee service
   realtime zone management
   free whois updates *
   IDN-support *
   slave DNS support
   dynamic DNS
   custom programming

* Depends on TLD
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